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Introduction
In this paper we ask two questions. First, to what extent can Calvo's (1983) model of nominal price rigidities explain inflation dynamics without relying on arbitrary backward-looking terms? Second, is the implied relationship between inflation and marginal cost stable over time? The relevance of these questions is hardly overstated, for Calvo's model is a widely-used building block for the aggregate supply curve of modern dynamic macromodels.
In its baseline formulation, the Calvo model leads to a purely forward-looking New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKP C): inflation depends on the expected evolution of real marginal costs. However, purely forward-looking models are deemed inconsistent with empirical evidence of significant inflation persistence (e.g., see Fuhrer and Moore 1995) . Accordingly, a number of authors have added backward-looking elements to enhance the degree of inflation persistence in the model and provide a better fit with aggregate data. Lags of inflation are typically introduced by postulating some form of price indexation (e.g., see Christiano et al. 2005) or rule-of-thumb behavior (e.g., see Gali and Gertler 1999) . These mechanisms have been criticized because they lack a convincing microeconomic foundation; price indexation also counters the observation that many prices do indeed remain constant in monetary terms for several periods (e.g., see Bils and Klenow 2004) .
We think that this apparent inflation persistence problem could be resolved by being clear about what features of inflation the model is supposed to explain. The NKP C is really a model of the inflation gap, i.e. the difference between actual and trend inflation. In most formulations, however, this distinction vanishes because the NKP C is obtained by log-linearizing equilibrium conditions around a steady state characterized by zero trend inflation. The conventional approximation is useful for normative studies because trend inflation should be close to zero under an optimal monetary policy rule. But log-linearizing around zero inflation can be problematic for fitting data from monetary regimes in which trend inflation is far from zero, especially if trend inflation is also highly variable.
Variation in trend inflation is important for understanding inflation persistence. For the U.S., a number of authors model trend inflation as a driftless random walk (e.g., see Cogley and Sargent 2005a, Ireland 2006 , and Stock and Watson 2006) . Thus trend inflation contributes a highly persistent component to actual inflation.
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But this persistence arises from a source that is distinct from the NKP C. In general equilibrium, trend inflation is determined by the long-run target in the central bank's policy rule, and drift in trend inflation is usually attributed to shifts in that target. Most existing versions of the NKP C abstract from this source of variation. 1 Since they neglect what is probably the most persistent component of inflation, it is not surprising that they struggle to account fully for inflation persistence.
In this paper we extend the Calvo model to incorporate variation in trend inflation. We log-linearize the equilibrium conditions of the model around a steady state characterized by a time-varying inflation trend. The resulting representation is a log-linear NKP C with time-varying coefficients, which we estimate using Bayesian methods. Our econometric approach exploits the cross-equation restrictions that the model imposes on a vector autoregression for inflation and unit labor costs. Following Cogley and Sargent (2005a) , the V AR has drifting parameters and stochastic volatility, but here the conditional mean parameters are constrained to satisfy the model's cross-equation restrictions. We jointly estimate the Calvo pricing parameters along with those of the V AR; while the former are ultimately those of interest, we use the V AR parameters to construct estimates of trend inflation.
We investigate whether a purely forward-looking version of the model can be reconciled with the data and also how variation in trend inflation affects the NKP C coefficients. Our estimates point to four conclusions. First, there is significant evidence of drift in trend inflation. Second, a purely forward-looking version of the model explains quite well the dynamics of the inflation gap: the posterior for the backward-looking indexation parameter clusters near zero, and a Bayesian measure of model fit favors a purely forward-looking specification over a hybrid representation. Third, our estimates of the frequency of price adjustment are in accord with the micro evidence of Bils and Klenow (2004) . Finally, variation in trend inflation alters the relative weights on current and future marginal cost in the NKP C: as trend inflation increases, the weight on forward-looking terms is enhanced, while that on current marginal cost is muted.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section extends the Calvo model. Section 3 describes the econometric approach and characterizes the cross-equation restrictions. Section 4 discusses data and priors, and section 5 presents and discusses the results. Section 6 concludes with suggestions for future research.
A Calvo model with drifting trend inflation
We start with a standard version of the Calvo model, with monopolistic competition and random intervals between price changes. To investigate the importance of a backward-looking term, we allow prices that are not re-optimized to partially catchup with lagged inflation. This assumption is consistent with the hypothesis that the price adjustment process involves essentially information-gathering costs rather than menu costs. We also assume that capital cannot be instantaneously reallocated across firms, and therefore take into account a discrepancy between individual and aggregate marginal costs. 2 We depart from traditional derivations of the Calvo model, however, in allowing for a shifting trend inflation process, which we model as a driftless random walk. As a consequence, when we approximate the non-linear equilibrium conditions of the model, we take the log-linear approximation, in each period, around a steady state associated with a time-varying rate of trend inflation. As usual, this approximation is only valid for small deviations of the variables from their steady state. This modification brings with it another important departure from the standard assumptions that we discuss in more detail below. When trend inflation varies over time, we have to take a stand about the evolution of agents' expectations: we therefore replace the assumption of rational expectation with one of subjective expectations and make appropriate assumptions on how subjective beliefs evolve over time.
The importance of trend inflation for the dynamics of the Calvo model was brought to attention by Ascari (2004) , and has been subsequently analyzed in various contributions (see Kiley . This literature has shown that there is a constraint on the maximum level of trend inflation in order for a solution to the model to exist, and also that the level of trend inflation affects the dynamics of the Phillips curve, unless a sufficient degree of indexation is allowed.
We go beyond these analyses in two respects. First, we model trend inflation as time-varying, and derive the Calvo equation under this assumption: this allows us to map the evolving level of trend inflation into NKPC coefficients that vary over time. Furthermore, we take the model to the data, so that we can identify periods of high and low trend inflation and estimate the Calvo parameters, which we take to be the primitives of the model. 3 Estimates of these parameters and of trend inflation allow us to describe the evolution of the NKPC coefficients. These estimates should be relevant for the analysis of DSGE models that allow for a time-varying inflation target. 4 Existing models in the literature can ignore the implications of time varying trend inflation in the NKP C because they either assume full indexation, or assume a mixed form of indexation, part to past inflation and part to trend inflation. We believe that our analysis contributes to a better understanding of these models.
In the rest of this section we summarize the generalized Calvo model, and report the log-linearized solution; details of the derivation are in appendix A.
Firms i that set prices optimally choose nominal price X t to maximize expected discounted future profits
where
We denote by e E t subjective expectations formed with time t information, by (1 − α) the probability of setting prices optimally, with 0 < α < 1, by
the aggregate price level and by
a measure of aggregate real output, where Y t (i) is firms' i output. Q t,t+j is a nominal discount factor between time t and t + j; θ [0, ∞) is the Dixit-Stiglitz elasticity of substitution among differentiated goods, and X t Ψ tj /P t+j is the relative price at t + j of the firms that set 3 In a companion paper (Cogley and Sbordone 2005) we study whether the assumption of time invariant Calvo coefficients holds in the data. 4 See for example the DSGE models of Adolfson et al. (2005) , Ireland (2006) , Schorfheide (2005) and Smets and Wouters (2003, 2005) , which make different hypotheses about the specific driving process of the inflation target. 5 Since each firm that change prices solves the same problem, this price is the same for all the firms and therefore need not be indexed by i. 4 price at t. The variable Ψ tj , defined as
captures the fact that individual firm prices that are not set optimally evolve according to
where π t = P t /P t−1 is the gross rate of inflation and [0, 1] is the indexation parameter.
The firms' first order conditions are
where MC t+j,t is the nominal marginal cost at t + j of the firm that changes its price at t. Since we assume immobile capital, this cost differs from the average marginal cost at time t + j, MC t+j , creating a form of strategic complementarity. 6 Finally, the evolution of aggregate prices is
To obtain the NKP C we log-linearize the equilibrium conditions (5) and (6) around a steady state characterized by a shifting trend inflation, which we denote by π t .
To work with stationary variables we define by e π t the ratio of inflation to its trend (e π t ≡ π t /π t ) , which in steady state is unity, and by g π t the rate of growth of inflation trend (g π t ≡ π t /π t−1 ). We then appropriately transform conditions (5) and (6) in terms of these variables in order to proceed with the log-linearization. We use a bar over a variable to indicate its value in steady state, and a hat to denote its log-deviations from steady state.
The inflation equation that we obtain 7 can be written in a familiar recursive form
where b π t ≡ ln e π t = ln (π t /π t ) and c mc t = ln(mc t /mc t ). We include an error term u t to account for the fact that this equation is an approximation and to allow for other possible mis-specifications. Compared with the standard NKPC, obtained as an approximation around zero inflation (a point where π t = 1 for all t), the righthand side of (7) includes innovations to trend inflation b g π t as well as additional leads of expected inflation. 8 The standard NKPC emerges as a special case when steady-state inflation is zero or when there is full indexation ( = 1).
The NKPC coefficients e t , ζ t , b 1t , b 2t , and ϕ 1t are functions of the Calvo parameters and of trend inflation; formulas are given in equation (48) of appendix A. Comparing the coefficients with those in the standard model reveals two things. First, when trend inflation drifts, the coefficients of (7) are time varying (provided 6 = 1). This is true despite the fact that the underlying Calvo parameters α, , and θ are assumed to be constant. In other words, the NKPC can have time-varying parameters even when the frequency of price adjustment, the extent of indexation to past inflation, and the elasticity of demand are constant. Second, equation (7) includes inflation expectations farther into the future: their exclusion in traditional Calvo equations may be the source of omitted-variable bias in the estimate of the coefficients of marginal cost and lagged inflation, should the omitted terms be correlated with the included ones. We comment more on this comparison later.
Empirical methodology
Our objective is to estimate the Calvo coefficients in an environment that allows for drift in trend inflation. We are especially interested in comparing hybrid and purely forward-looking versions of the NKPC and examining whether a purely forward-looking specification fits adequately once shifts in trend inflation are taken into account.
We have in mind an environment in which agents' subjective beliefs evolve over time as they learn about changes in monetary policy that affect the long-run trend of inflation. Firms set prices in accordance with the NKPC, but with a forecasting model whose parameters drift as their beliefs evolve. We represent their forecasting model as a time-varying vector autoregression. If inflation is determined in accordance with the NKPC, that vector autoregression should satisfy a collection of nonlinear cross-equation restrictions.
Our econometric analysis focuses on the restricted V AR process:
where the vector y t includes labor share and inflation, X t consists of constants plus two lags of y t , ξ t is a standard normal innovation, and R t is a stochastic volatility matrix. Following Cogley and Sargent (2005a), we assume that φ t evolves as a driftless random walk. The transition density,
makes φ t+1 conditionally normal with mean φ t and variance S. We also assume that innovations to φ t are independent of the standardized V AR innovations ξ t and the volatility innovations η it in (11) below. The innovation variance R t is
where H t is diagonal and B is lower triangular with 1's on the diagonal. The elements of H t are assumed to be independent, univariate stochastic volatility processes that evolve as driftless, geometric random walks,
The innovation η it is a standard normal variate, orthogonal to η jt , and independent of the other shocks in the model. This specification permits recurrent permanent changes in variances, it allows a time-varying correlation between the V AR innovations, and it ensures that R t is positive definite. The V AR provides an internal measure of trend inflation. Following Beveridge and Nelson (1981), we define trend inflation as the level to which inflation is expected to settle after short-run fluctuations die out, ln π t = lim j→∞ E t ln π t+j . 9 We write (8) in companion form,
where A t are the autoregressive parameters of ϑ(φ t , ψ). We assume that agents use (12) to form expectations at date t − 1: the parameters µ t and A t therefore represent their beliefs. The one-step ahead V AR forecast ofπ t is e
We approximate trend inflation as
where e k is a selection vector that picks up variable k in vector z t .
Trend inflation ultimately depends on φ t and ψ, and it is estimated jointly with the other parameters of the model. Notice that lnπ t is a driftless random walk to a firstorder approximation: this follows from the fact that a first-order Taylor expansion makes lnπ t linear in φ t , which evolves as a driftless random walk.
From Sbordone (2002) , we borrow the cross-equation restrictions that the NKPC imposes on a reduced-form V AR. To characterize those restrictions, we project both sides of equation (7) onto b z t−1 . The left-hand side is just the V AR forecast of inflation, e 0 π A t b z t−1 . The right-hand side is a structural forecast of inflation implied by the NKP C. If the NKPC is a correct representation of the data, the two conditional expectations should coincide.
Evaluating the right-hand side involves multi-step forecasts of inflation, which are difficult to evaluate when parameters drift. But as expectations represents subjective beliefs, we invoke an approximation that is standard in the learning literature in macroeconomics (e.g., see Evans and Honkapohja 2001): we assume that agents treat drifting parameters as if they would remain constant at the current level going forward in time. Kreps (1998) refers to this as an 'anticipated-utility' model, and he recommends it as a way to model bounded rationality. Cogley and Sargent (2006) defend it as an approximation to Bayesian forecasting and decision making in high-dimensional state spaces. That approximation is very good in models that assume certainty equivalence. Our formulation implicitly assumes certainty equivalence because we log-linearize the firm's first-order conditions.
Using the anticipated-utility approximation, multi-step forecasts can be expressed in the usual way in terms of powers of A t :
With this assumption and after some algebra, the NKP C inflation forecast can be expressed as
Terms involving u t drop out because the cost-push shock is assumed to be white noise. Similarly, b g π t drops out because this is the innovation to trend inflation and is a martingale difference.
The cross-equation restrictions follow from equating the two forecasts,
To ensure that this holds for any realization ofẑ t−1 , the parameters must satisfy
The left-hand side represents the autoregressive parameters in the V AR inflation equation. The right-hand side involves all the elements of A t as well as the NKPC parameters. The latter depend in turn on the Calvo parameters ψ as well as trend inflation, which itself depends on A t . Equation (17) therefore represents a collection of nonlinear cross-equation restrictions which constrain the elements of A t to be functions of φ t and ψ. The function ϑ(φ t , ψ) represents a vector of V AR parameters that satisfies (17) . Thus, we estimate a drifting-parameter V AR that is subject to nonlinear crossequation restrictions. Appendix B describes Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods for simulating the joint posterior for this model. NIPA table 1.3.4, and marginal cost is approximated by unit labor cost. This is correct under the hypothesis of Cobb-Douglas technology: in this case the marginal product of labor is proportional to the average product, and real marginal cost (rmc t ) is proportional to unit labor cost,
where (1 − a) is the output elasticity to hours of work in the production function. A standard calibration for (1 − a) is 0.7, and we use that value to transform ulc t into rmc t . Unit labor cost is measured in the same way as in Cogley and Sbordone (2005) . We begin by computing an index of total compensation in the non-farm business sector from BLS indices of nominal compensation and total hours of work, then translate the result into dollars. A (log) measure of real unit labor cost ulc is then obtained by subtracting (log of) nominal GDP from (log of) labor compensation. The new measure of ulc correlates almost perfectly with the BLS index number for unit labor cost in the non-farm business sector, another measure commonly used in the literature (e.g., see Sbordone 2002 Sbordone , 2005 . The current measure is useful because it gives unit labor cost in its natural units rather than as index number.
Both variables are sampled quarterly starting in 1947.Q1 and ending in 2003.Q4. Data for the first 12 years are used to calibrate the prior, and the remainder are used to simulate the posterior.
Next we describe the prior. We assume that parameters and initial states are independent across blocks, so that the joint prior can be expressed as the product of marginal priors. Then we separately calibrate each of the marginal priors. Table 1 summarizes our prior on the structural parameters α, β, θ, , and ω. For β and ω, we have quite strong beliefs. Our assumptions about technology imply that the strategic complementarity parameter ω = a/(1 − a). Since the output elasticity 1 − a should be close to 0.7, it follows that ω must be close to ω = 0.3/0.7 = 0.4286.
Similarly, the discount factor β should be close to 0.99. Because we have strong priors about these two parameters and our model is so complex, we decided to simplify by calibrating β and ω at those values. Our main interest focuses on the indexation parameter . This must lie between 0 and 1, but for the hybrid NKPC we are agnostic about where it lies in that interval. Accordingly, for that model our prior is that is uniform on [0, 1]. We also estimate a purely forward-looking specification that constrains = 0.
The price stickiness parameter α must also lie between 0 and 1, but here we adopt an informative prior to ensure that α is at least broadly consistent with microeconomic evidence on the frequency of price adjustment. Our prior for α is a beta distribution whose parameters imply a prior 95 percent confidence band of [0.410,0.795]. That range encompasses numbers that are consistent with microeconomic evidence reported in Bils and Klenow (2004) , as well as many other previous estimates in the macro literature.
The Dixit-Stiglitz elasticity θ must be greater than 1. Accordingly, we adopt a log-normal prior for θ − 1, with a mean and standard deviation for ln(θ − 1) equal to 2.3 and 0.5, respectively. For θ, that implies a prior 95 percent confidence band of [3.7,26.2] , which encompasses all the previous estimates in the literature.
The remaining parameters pertain to the V AR, and our priors for this part of the model closely follow those of Cogley and Sargent (2005a) . The prior for the initial state φ 0 is assumed to be N(φ,P ). The mean and variance are set by estimating a time-invariant V AR using data from the training sample 1947.Q4-1959.Q4. The initial V AR was constrained to satisfy (17) , andφ andP were set equal to the resulting point estimate and asymptotic variance, respectively. Becauseφ is estimated from a short training sample,P is quite large, making this weakly informative for φ 0 .
For the state innovation variance S, we adopt an inverse-Wishart prior, f (S) = IW (S −1 , T 0 ). In order to minimize the weight of the prior, the degree-of-freedom parameter T 0 is set to the minimum for which the prior is proper, T 0 = dim(φ t ) + 1.
To calibrate the scale matrix S, we assume S = γ 2P and set γ 2 = 3.5e-04. This makes S comparable to the value used in Cogley and Sargent (2005a) .
The parameters governing stochastic-volatility priors are set as follows. The prior for h i0 is log-normal, f (ln h i0 ) = N(lnh i , 10), whereh i is the estimate of the residual variance of variable i in the initial VAR. A variance of 10 on a natural-log scale makes this weakly informative for h i0 . The prior for b is also normal with a large variance, f (b) = N(0, 10000). Finally, the prior for σ 2 i is inverse gamma with a single degree of freedom, f (σ
2 /2, 1/2). This also puts a heavy weight on sample information. It is worth emphasizing that the priors for S and σ 2 i -the parameters that govern the rate of drift in φ t and h it -are very weak. In both cases, although the prior densities are proper, the tails are so fat that they do not possess finite moments. Thus, our priors about rates of drift are almost entirely agnostic.
Estimation results

Trend Inflation and Persistence of the Inflation Gap
Following Cogley and Sargent (2005a), we compute an estimate of trend inflation by evaluating (13) at the posterior means of φ t and ψ. Both estimates are conditioned on data through the end of the sample. Figure 1 portrays two estimates of trend inflation, one for the hybrid NKPC (eq. 7) and another for a purely forward-looking version of the model that constrains = 0. For comparison, we also plot actual inflation and its sample average. All are expressed at annual rates. The first, of course, is that trend inflation varies. We estimate that lnπ t rose from 2.3 percent in the early 1960s to 7 or 8 percent just before the Volcker disinflation, then fell to around 2 percent by the end of the sample. A conventional Calvo model seeks to explain inflation gaps defined in terms of deviations from a constant mean. Since in our case trend inflation moves over time, we measure the inflation gap as the deviation of inflation from its time-varying trend, and we seek to model the trend-based inflation gap.
The second feature concerns the persistence of the inflation gap. Whether the inflation gap is measured as the deviation from a constant mean or from a timevarying trend matters a great deal because it affects the degree of persistence. As the figure illustrates, the mean-based gap is more persistent than trend-based measures. Notice, for example, the long runs at the beginning, middle, and end of the sample when inflation does not cross the mean. In contrast, inflation crosses the trend line much more often, especially after the Volcker disinflation. Purely forward-looking versions of the Calvo model are often criticized for generating too little persistence to match mean-based measures of the gap, and a backward-looking element is often added to accomplish this. Figure 1 makes us wonder whether this 'excess persistence' reflects an exaggeration of the persistence in mean-based measures of the gap rather than a deficiency of persistence in forward-looking models. Table 2 summarizes the autocorrelation of the inflation gap. The first row refers to actual inflation. For this measure, trend inflation is just the sample average, and the inflation gap is the deviation from the mean. The autocorrelation is around 0.8 for the sample as a whole and for the first sub-sample. It falls slightly in the second half, but is still around 0.6. In the second and third rows, the inflation gap is measured by subtracting the estimated trend inflation from actual inflation. A flexible trend substantially reduces the persistence of the gap. Note in particular that the trendbased gaps are close to white noise after the Volcker disinflation. If the trend-based 13 measures are right, for the period after 1983 the NKPC needs to explain only a slight degree of persistence. A purely forward-looking version may be adequate after all.
Calvo parameters
Estimates of the Calvo pricing parameters are summarized in figure 2 and table 3 . Our main concern is the indexation parameter . In the hybrid NKPC, the median estimate of is 0.13, but the confidence region includes zero, and the mode of the marginal distribution is zero. This contrasts with much of the empirical literature based on mean-based inflation gaps in which is estimated as low as 0. 2 Gali and Gertler (1999) , introduce a role for past inflation assuming the presence of rule-ofthumb firms, instead of through indexation, and also find a significant coefficient on lagged inflation.
In those models, an important backward-looking component is needed to fit inflation persistence, but that is not the case here. From a purely statistical point of view, a positive coefficient on past inflation may arise in standard Calvo models from an omitted-variable problem, since the forward-looking terms that are omitted from standard specifications but which belong to (7) are positively correlated with past inflation.
The results for the purely forward-looking model are in many respects similar to those for the hybrid specification. Trend inflation is roughly the same, as are the estimates of α and θ. Thus, restricting to be zero does not unduly distort other features of the model.
To compare the hybrid and forward-looking specifications, we calculate a generalization of the Akaike Information Criterion known as the Bayesian Deviance Information Criterion (Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, and van der Linde, 2002). 10 Like the AIC, the BDIC rewards fit and penalizes model complexity.
Estimates of the BDIC are reported in table 4. The deviance Dev is defined as -2 times the log likelihood. Dev is the posterior mean of the deviance, and P Dev is a measure of model complexity. The BDIC adds the two together, thus trading off fit 10 Bayes factors are often used to compare models, but we prefer the BDIC for two reasons. There is much debate among Bayesian statisticians about the reliability of Bayes factors (e.g. see Gelfand 1996 or section 6.5 of Gelman, Carlin, Stern and Rubin 2000). In particular, problems connected with the Lindley paradox arise when priors are diffuse or weakly informative. That is relevant here because our priors are very weakly informative in some dimensions. For example, our priors for S and σ are proper but do not have moments. Gelfand (1996) recommends against using Bayes factors in cases like this.
A second reason concerns the cost of computing a Bayes factor. Even if we wanted to calculate a Bayes factor, it would be too costly to do so. In principle, we could apply the methods of Chib (1995) and Chib and Jeliazkov (2001) for Metropolis-within-Gibbs algorithms, but that would involve an auxiliary simulation for each parameter block. Because of the nonlinear cross-equation restrictions, we have a separate block for each φ t , and that would entail more than T auxiliary simulations. We cannot manage that on our workstations. against complexity. A small deviance signifies a good fit, and a large value of P Dev penalizes model complexity. Thus, a good model has a small BDIC. Comparing the two restricted V ARs, fit and complexity are about the same. The average deviance is a bit smaller for the purely forward-looking model, but that model is slightly more complex. That complexity increases when is constrained to be zero may seem paradoxical, but it is due to the fact that the Calvo parameters are estimated jointly with the drifting V AR parameters, and the latter drift more in the purely forward-looking model. Although the difference is slight, on balance the BDIC favors the purely forward-looking specification. Thus, in contrast to much of the literature, we find no compelling evidence that a backward-looking component is needed to fit the data. A purely forward-looking specification fits at least as well.
Our estimates point to a story in which the need for a backward-looking term arises because of neglect of time-variation in trend inflation. That neglect creates artificially high inflation persistence in time-invariant V ARs, and hence a 'persistence puzzle' for purely forward-looking models. In a drifting-parameter environment, however, the inflation gap is less persistent, and a purely forward-looking model is preferred.
At this point, we must temper our conclusion about by acknowledging an identification problem. Beyer and Farmer (2004) demonstrate that identification of forward and backward-looking terms in the NKPC depends on assumptions about other structural equations in a general equilibrium model. When those equations are unspecified -as they are here -identification may hinge on auxiliary assumptions about features such as V AR lag length and/or the autocorrelation properties of the costpush shock. Thus, in a fundamental sense, whether our estimates are supported by convincing economic restrictions is not clear.
This issue may be difficult to resolve using macro data alone, but micro data provide a way out. Bils and Klenow (2004) develop microeconomic evidence on the frequency of price adjustment and report that firm-level prices have a median duration of 4.4 months. In a purely forward-looking Calvo model, the waiting time to the next price change can be approximated as an exponential random variable, and from that one can calculate the median waiting time as − ln(2)/ ln(α). 11 The median estimate of α reported in table 4 implies a half-life of 3.5 months, which is a bit less than Bils and Klenow's number. But the confidence region for the half-life ranges from 2.5 to 4.8 months and encompasses their estimate. Therefore our estimated forward-looking specification is consistent with micro data. In contrast, backward-looking specifications are more difficult to reconcile with micro evidence. In a model with indexation, every firm changes price every quarter, some optimally rebalancing marginal benefit and marginal cost, others mechanically marking up prices in accordance with the indexation rule. Unless lagged inflation were exactly zero or the optimal rebalancing happened to confirm the existing price, no firm would fail to adjust its nominal price. In a world such as that, Bils and Klenow would not have found that 75 percent of prices remain unchanged each month. We interpret this as an additional reason to favor a purely forward-looking specification.
Finally, for the forward-looking model, the median estimate of θ implies a steadystate markup of about 9 percent, with a confidence interval ranging from approximately 5 to 18 percent. This is in line with many other estimates in the literature. For instance, Basu (1996) and Basu and Kimball (1997) estimate markups around 10 percent using sectoral data. In general equilibrium models estimated with macro data, Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) 
NKPC Parameters
Next we examine how variation in trend inflation alters the NKPC parameters, ζ, b 1 , b 2 , and ϕ 1 . These parameters are functions of the Calvo parameters α, , and θ as well as trend inflationπ t , and they vary becauseπ t varies. Figure 3 portrays the NKPC parameters implied by posterior mean estimates of the Calvo parameters and drifting V AR parameters for the purely forward-looking model. 12 Solid lines depict calculations involvingπ t , and dashed lines represent the conventional approximation aroundπ = 1. The shape of the path for the NKPC parameters is clearly dictated byπ t . The parameter ζ, which represents the weight on current marginal cost, varies inversely with trend inflation, while the three forward-looking coefficients in (7) vary directly. Thus, as trend inflation rises, the link between inflation and current marginal cost is weakened, and the influence of forward-looking terms is enhanced. This shift in price-setting behavior follows from the fact that positive trend inflation accelerates the rate at which a firm's relative price is eroded when it lacks an opportunity to reoptimize. This makes firms more sensitive to contingencies that may prevail far in the future if their price remains stuck for some time. Thus, relative to the conventional approximation, current costs matter less and anticipations matter more.
The path for ζ t echoes a point emphasized by Cogley and Sargent (2005b) and Primiceri (2005) . They argue that the Fed's reluctance to disinflate during the Great Inflation was due in part to beliefs that the sacrifice ratio had increased. In traditional Keynesian models, the sacrifice ratio depends inversely on the coefficient on real activity. The less sensitive inflation is to current unemployment or the output gap, the more slack will be needed to disinflate. Cogley, Sargent, and Primiceri recursively estimate backward-looking Phillips curves and find that inflation indeed became less sensitive to real activity during the Great Inflation. It is interesting that estimates of our forward-looking model also point towards a decline in the coefficient on real activity (i.e., real marginal cost). In that respect, our estimates are consistent with theirs.
One difference, of course, is that in a forward-looking NKPC the parameter ζ t is not structural. The Calvo parameters α, , and θ might be invariant to a change in policy, but the NKPC parameters are not. A credible policy reform that reduced π t would increase ζ t , thus making inflation more sensitive to current marginal cost. By assuming that parameters like ζ were invariant to shifts in trend inflation, policy analysts in the 1970s probably overstated the sacrifice ratio.
The paths for b 1 and b 2 echo a warning of Ascari and Ropele (2006) . Figure 3 shows that b 1 flips from slightly below 1 when trend inflation is zero to between 1.05 and 1.2 for the values ofπ t that we estimate. Similarly, when trend inflation is zero, b 2 is also zero, and multi-step expectations of inflation drop out of equation (7). Those higher-order expectations enter with coefficients of 0.02-0.08 when trend inflation is positive.
As Ascari and Ropele demonstrate, the increased weight on expected inflation is so great that it threatens the determinacy of equilibrium. When trend inflation is zero, we have b 1 < 1 and b 2 = 0, and we can solve forward to express current inflation in terms of an expected geometric distributed lead of real marginal cost, as in Sbordone (2002 Sbordone ( , 2005 . With positive trend inflation and = 0, we can express (7) as
This polynomial can be factored as
To guarantee a non-explosive forward solution for arbitrary driving processes, both roots must be less than 1 in absolute value. One of the roots is always less than 1, but the other is frequently larger than 1. The dashed line in figure 4 records the fraction of draws in our posterior sample for which the larger root is stable forward. That fraction is close to zero for most of the sample, and it is almost always less than 10 percent. Thus, as Ascari and Ropele warn, even low levels of trend inflation create the potential for indeterminacy. That does not necessarily mean inflation was indeterminate, however, for a nonexplosive forward solution could still exist if e E t c mc t+j converged to zero at a faster rate than λ j 2 diverged. The rate of mean reversion in c mc t is a system property and depends on the eigenvalues of A t . A nonexplosive forward solution exists if the eigenvalues of λ 2t A t are all less than one in magnitude. The solid line in figure 4 records the fraction of draws in our posterior sample that satisfy this condition. That fraction is close to 1 for most of the sample, and it is almost always above 0.95. Thus, although positive trend inflation carries a risk of indeterminacy, that risk probably did not materialize in our sample. 13 
Cross-Equation Restrictions
Next we turn to evidence on the model's cross-equation restrictions. To assess those restrictions, we estimate an unrestricted V AR with drifting parameters and compare it with the restricted V ARs. The unrestricted V AR follows Cogley and Sargent (2005a) . All the conditional mean parameters are driftless random walks which evolve independently of the Calvo parameters. According to table 5, the unrestricted V AR has a smaller average deviance than either of the restricted V ARs but is more complex. The improvement in fit more than compensates for the additional complexity, however, and the BDIC favors the unrestricted model. Furthermore, the difference in BDIC is substantial. Evidently the cross-equation restrictions engender a considerable deterioration in fit. That the restricted V ARs are rejected casts some doubt on our estimates of the Calvo parameters because they are identified by the cross-equation restrictions in those V ARs. Nevertheless, we remain confident that our story has some merit. One reason for our confidence is that most of the evidence against the cross-equation restrictions comes from the period before the Volcker disinflation.
14 For the period after 1983, the purely forward-looking V AR provides a perfectly adequate description of the data. As recorded in table 6, the unrestricted V AR still fits better, but it is substantially more complex, and after penalizing the additional complexity the forward-looking model comes out ahead. The difference in BDIC is slight, so perhaps it is best to say that the restricted V AR is no worse than the unrestricted V AR. In any event, for the period after the Volcker disinflation, the cross-equation restrictions are not rejected. At least for this period, we can trust the estimates of the Calvo parameters. Although the purely forward-looking model generates little inflation persistence, for the period after the Volcker disinflation there isn't much inflation-gap persistence to explain. As noted in table 2, the estimates of the inflation gap shown in figure 1 are close to white noise after 1983. That is why the purely forward-looking model fits well for this sub-period. The hybrid model still ranks third according to the BDIC, so there is still little compelling evidence that > 0.
A second reason why we are confident about the Calvo estimates is that although they were estimated from restricted V ARs, they also 'work well' in the unrestricted V AR. Following Campbell and Shiller (1987), we illustrate the extent to which the unrestricted V AR violates the NKPC restrictions by comparing the left and righthand sides of equation (16) . Both sides are evaluated using the median estimate of the unrestricted V AR parameters and the associated measure ofẑ t . To evaluate the righthand side, we condition on median estimates of α, , and θ from the forward-looking NKPC. 15 The solid and dashed lines in figure 5 depict, respectively, the right-and left-hand sides of (16) . If the restrictions were satisfied exactly, the two lines would coincide. The difference between them illustrates the extent to which the unrestricted V AR violates the cross-equation restrictions. Broadly speaking, although there are discrepancies, the two sides of (16) track one another closely: evidently the NKPC restrictions are at least approximately correct also for the whole sample, despite being statistically rejected. There are any number of reasons why the cross-equation restrictions might be violated. Within the model, one possibility is that the ' nuisance' terms in (47) that were omitted from (7) are not nuisances after all. For our estimates, however, the coefficient b 3t in (47) that multiplies those terms is indeed close to zero, so their omission constitutes only a minor approximation error.
Another possibility is that the Calvo parameters were not constant over the full sample: in a companion paper, we examine whether the Calvo pricing parameters are indeed invariant over the full sample.
Finally, another approximation error concerns the assumption that the cost-push shock u t is white noise. To assess this assumption, we measure u t as the residual in (7) and then project it onto two lags ofπ t and c mc t . 16 The cost-push shock is orthogonal to lags of real marginal cost, but lags of the inflation gap predict u t with coefficients that are statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Thus, the white-noise assumption is rejected. The R 2 is just 0.134, however, so the fraction of predictable variation in u t is not large. The assumption that u t is unpredictable was used to derive the cross-equation restrictions. Forecastable movements in u t introduce a wedge in (17) that invalidates those restrictions. Within the model, the deviations shown in figure 5 can be interpreted as a measure of this wedge. Because those discrepancies are relatively small, it follows that the wedge is also small. Nevertheless, it is not zero, as we assume.
That the parameters of the unrestricted V AR lie close to but not in the subspace defined by (17) suggests that it would be worthwhile to explore the middle ground between the restricted and unrestricted models. In principle, this could be done by extending the work of Del Negro and Schorfheide (2004) . For a time-invariant representation, Del Negro and Schorfheide show how to elicit a prior on a V AR from the cross-equation restrictions of a structural model. Their prior is indexed by a tightness parameter that allows them to strengthen or weaken the influence of the cross-equation restrictions. In the limit as tightness increases, one can enforce exact restrictions, as we have done here. By relaxing the tightness, one can enforce approximate restrictions that represent a compromise between restricted and unrestricted V ARs. To do that for our model, we would have to extend their results to the case of a drifting-parameter V AR. That extension is nontrivial, and we are working on it.
Conclusion
Inflation is highly persistent, but much of that persistence is due to shifts in trend inflation. The inflation gap -i.e., actual minus trend inflation -is less persistent than inflation itself. The New Keynesian Phillips curve is a model of the inflation gap, but many previous studies equate inflation with the inflation gap, assuming that trend inflation is always zero. Because those studies neglect variation in trend inflation, they attribute all the persistence of inflation to the inflation gap. Matching that exaggerated degree of persistence requires a backward-looking component which is typically motivated either as reflecting indexation or rule-of-thumb behavior. Many New Keynesian economists are uncomfortable about the backward-looking component because its microfoundations are less well developed than those of the forward-looking element.
In this paper, we address whether an extended Calvo model can approximate inflation dynamics without the introduction of ad hoc backward-looking terms. We derive a version of the NKPC as an approximate equilibrium condition around a timevarying inflation trend. Its coefficients are nonlinear combinations of the parameters describing market structure, the pricing mechanism, and trend inflation. We estimate the Calvo pricing parameters jointly with the coefficients of a drifting-parameter V AR that defines trend inflation. Our estimator enforces the cross-equation restrictions which the NKPC imposes on the V AR.
Among other things, we find that no indexation or backward-looking component is needed once shifts in trend inflation are taken into account. The posterior distribution for the backward-looking parameter in a hybrid NKPC has a peak near zero, and a Bayesian measure of model fit favors a purely forward-looking specification in which that parameter is constrained to be zero. The purely forward-looking version also squares better with microeconomic evidence on the frequency of price adjustment.
A number of other papers also report results like ours. Canova (2004), Ireland (2006) and Milani (2005) all estimate Phillips curve models with shifting inflation trends, and all report that parameters on backward-looking terms are either zero or close to zero. 17 These papers differ from one another in terms of model specification and econometric technique, yet they point to a common conclusion. That makes us confident that the result is not driven by idiosyncrasies of our model or estimation method. The common theme emerging from these papers is that backward-looking terms in the NKPC become redundant when variation in trend inflation is taken into account.
Nevertheless, there are a number of ways in which our analysis could be improved. We assume that the Calvo pricing parameters are invariant to shifts in trend inflation, which cannot literally be true. In a companion paper, we explore whether that assumption is a reasonable approximation for the kind of variation inπ t seen in postwar U.S. data.
Another shortcoming concerns the fact that estimates of Calvo pricing parameters come from a restricted V AR which for the sample as a whole fares poorly in comparison with an unrestricted V AR. 18 To remedy that, we are working on an extension along the lines of Del Negro and Schorfheide (2004) , who show how to estimate structural parameters from approximate rather than exact cross-equation restrictions.
Perhaps most importantly, we would like to make explicit how agents learn about trend inflation in real time. In principle, this could be done by adapting the methods of Sargent, Williams, and Zha (2005). Milani (2005) takes a step in this direction by estimating a learning model with a univariate perceived law of motion for inflation. It is not clear, however, how that univariate representation squares with the notion that inflation depends on current and future marginal cost. A learning model with a multivariate perceived law of motion seems more natural, but that proved to be computationally intractable. We need to develop a more efficient algorithm for simulating the posterior, and we leave that to future research.
A Appendix A: Derivation of the NKPC with random walk trend inflation
In this appendix, we derive a log-linear approximation of the evolution of aggregate prices and the firms' first order conditions and explain how to combine them to obtain the NKPC. 18 The cross-equation restrictions are not rejected for the period after the Volcker disinflation.
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A.1 Log-linear approximation of the evolution of aggregate prices
We first divide (6) by P t to have
Then we transform (22) to express it in terms of stationary variables e π t ≡ π t /π t , g π t = π t /π t−1 , and e x t = x t /x t :
In steady state, this defines a function x t = x (π t ):
Defining hat variables b x t ≡ ln (e x t ) and b π t ≡ ln (e π t ) , the log-linear approximation of (23) around its steady state is:
which, substituting
This expression gives a solution for b x t as a function of b π t , b π t−1 and b g π t :
A.2 Log-linear approximation of firm's FOC
The relation between marginal cost at t + j of the firm that changes price at t and average marginal cost at t + j is
where ω is the elasticity of firm's marginal cost to its own output. Substituting (28) in the first-order conditions (eq. 5), we have
which implies
Here we express the discount factor in real terms as q t,t+j = Q t,t+j P t+j /P t , and we
. Using the definition of Ψ tj in (3), we can express C and D recursively as
After appropriately 'deflating' (31) and (32), we obtain
where mc t ≡ MC t /P t . Note that the ratio of (33) and (34) gives:
Evaluating (33) and (34) at the steady state, we solve for
so that
Note that we assume the following two inequalities to hold:
We can solve (36), (37) , (38) for functions mc(π t ), C(π t ), D(π t ), while (24) gives a function x(π t ).
To derive a log-linear approximation of (35), we define b C t = ln( e C t /C t ) and b D t = ln( e D t /D t ), and derive b C t = ϕ 3t c mc t + ϕ 2t e E t [b q t,t+1 + b g y t+1 + θ (1 + ω)
The hat variables are defined as c mc t = ln(mc t /mc t ), b q t,t+1 = ln(q t /q), b g 
where e β ≡ qg y . From (35), we then have
from which we can solve for b π t using (27)
A.3 Inflation dynamics
An expression for b π t is obtained by solving forward (41) and (42), subtracting one from the other to obtain (1 + θω) b
x t , and plugging the result in (45) . This gives
Here we use the fact that e E t b g C t+1 = e E t b g D t+1 = 0, and e E t b g π t+j = 0 for j ≥ 1. When we solve forward, we also invoke an anticipated-utility approximation. That approximation treats drifting parameters as if they would remain constant at their current value when making multi-step forecasts.
Finally, to obtain equation (7), we evaluate (46) at t + 1, multiply it by ϕ 2t+1 , take expectations, and subtract the resulting expression from (46) In earlier work, we found that b 3t is close to zero (see also Ascari 2004) . Accordingly, we simplify by dropping terms involving expectations of b q t,t+1 and b g y t+1 . That delivers equation (7) in the text. Notice the time dependence of coefficients in (43) and (48), which is due to their dependence upon trend inflation π t .
B An MCMC Algorithm for Simulating the Posterior of the Restricted VARs
Because the likelihood function is nonlinear in φ t , we apply a Metropolis-Hastings step to the conditional kernel in the numerator. Our proposal density is the product of the transition densities, q(φ t |φ t−1 , φ t+1 , S) ∝ f (φ t |φ t−1 , S)f (φ t+1 |φ t , S).
By taking the log of q(·) and completing the square, one can show that the proposal is normal with mean µ t = (1/2)(φ t−1 + φ t+1 ) and variance V t = (1/2)S.
The acceptance probability at scan j, denoted λ j , depends on the current proposal, φ t , and the previous draw, φ 
If the proposal is accepted, the chain advances to φ j t =φ t . Otherwise φ j t is set equal to φ j−1 t . The only remaining question concerns how to evaluate the likelihood function for the restricted VAR. The innovations are conditionally normal with mean X 0 t ϑ(φ t , ψ) and variance R t , so we just need to calculate the restricted parameters ϑ(φ t , ψ). The free parameters φ t include the V AR intercepts along with the autoregressive parameters of the share equation. According to equations (17) and (48), φ t and ψ pin down the autoregressive parameters of the inflation equation via the model's cross-equation restrictions. These equations are nonlinear, so for given values of φ t and ψ we solve numerically for the inflation parameters. For some proposals our nonlinear equation solver fails to converge. We interpret nonconvergence as a sign thatφ t is unlikely under the NKPC, and we set λ j = 0, φ j t = φ j−1 t when that happens.
B.2 ψ-Block
This block is a nonlinear least squares problem with time-invariant parameters, and we use a random-walk Metropolis chain to simulate its posterior. Proposals evolve asψ
